
How to stay cool under pressure

How busy are you?
Take a moment to consider that question fully.

I suspect you are very busy, and not simply with the pressures of a challenging

executive role. I’m sure you are also trying to achieve a satisfactory integration of

your work and home life to maximize your own and your family’s happiness.
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I guess you’re putting in long hours, continually prioritizing and reprioritizing

tasks and deadlines.

If so, is there a point on that high-pressure journey where you start to struggle?

Will your mind and body crack, and if they do, how will you cope?

Consistent performance

At di!erent times in our career, we are able to achieve the highest levels of

performance. The true skill, however, is maintaining those levels consistently,

without any detrimental impact on our e!ectiveness and productivity, especially

in highly intense times with lots of demands, pressure and a changing

environment.

We often see people failing in tough circumstances: the executive who wilts

under pressure; the manager who loses their cool and gets disconnected from

their leadership team; or – in even more dramatic cases – the leader who makes

irrational decisions that in"ict serious damage on their company.

Maybe you have come close to that point yourself – the moment when things

get very tense and threaten to come crashing down. If so, you’ve come very

close to what I call your ‘Melting Point’.

Melting point

This refers to a critical psychological threshold that all of us face when placed

under massive stress and pressure. It is the moment where we ‘lose the plot’. In

particular, though, it applies to those operating in highly pressured

environments, from top-performing athletes and musicians, to politicians,

military personnel and, of course, to business executives.



We have reached Melting Point when we are no longer fully in control of our

thinking, our emotions and our actions in a positive way. We start to internally

derail, to display dysfunctional behaviours and, invariably, to make mistakes. It

becomes very clear that we are not at our personal best because of the

perceived intensity of the situation – things have become ‘too hot’ for us. This

may even force us to walk away, because the intensity is simply too much to

bear.

Ultimately, reaching our Melting Point stops us from achieving our business

goals, as well as our wider aims and dreams.

Thriving under pressure

If that all sounds rather dramatic and negative, take heart, because there is a

way to cope with the Melting Point. Those who excel consistently don’t let the

pressure get in their way. They’re adaptable, deal with their emotions and move

on to an even higher level of performance. They thrive under pressure.

You can too. It’s possible to become more aware and prepared for the warning

signs long before meltdown. With this awareness, you can learn ways to raise

your Melting Point and be at your best during the most challenging of times.

Instead of letting your passion and ambition become a burden, you can learn to

use them in a controlled way. You will not only maximize your business results,

but also be more e!ective and inspiring as a team member or leader. Equally

important – you will enjoy the journey, unlocking a new creativity and

playfulness that brings a renewed sense of ful#lment in your work and life.

To reach the optimal performance level, you must go through a developmental

journey with very speci#c phases, so that you can easily assess your own

performance and develop a plan to reach greater heights.

The #rst key steps to increasing your own Melting Point:



 

De!ne your deeper purpose

Begin by understanding your story so far, from a professional and personal point

of view. Write down the key moments in your life and career. Based on this

narrative, you will be able to identify the functional parts of your story that you

would like to carry on and build upon, and also the dysfunctional parts that you

would like to replace. Understanding your core values and your fundamental

purpose (personal and professional) is the basis for creating an inspiring vision

that you can use as your guiding star for important fundamental decisions, such

as why you would like to pursue a particular career path or goal.

 

Adopt good habits

Make conscious decisions to eliminate damaging habits that have become very

deeply ingrained, and replace them with good habits that o!er a multitude of

bene#ts. These good habits create positive reinforcements in your life. Routines

and rituals are important in making the good habits stick. Although your initial

response may be that you do not have the time to build up new behaviours,

these good habits will actually help you save time in the long run, as you

become a more e$cient and productive self. Here are some examples of good

habits:

 

Prepare for key performance moments – preparation brings con#dence

and control, reducing stress

Focus on and recognize incremental progress – it relieves the pressure of

deadlines and targets

Save 30% of your energy each day for life beyond work – leaving work

every day exhausted leads to burn-out and broken relationships

Manage your health – the right diet, exercise, breaks and sleep will build

your physical, mental and emotional resilience



Establish boundaries and say ‘no’ more often – courteously standing up

against excessive or unreasonable demands will not count against you

Manage relationships proactively – creating open and constructive

dialogue, at work and at home, rather than allowing friction to develop.

By raising your Melting Point, you’ll be able to maintain a winning edge in your

career, lead your teams proactively and e!ectively, and bene#t your organization

for the long term.
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